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Sited on 4,750 sq ft plot tucked in Vadodara’s posh residential locality 

of Sunrise Society, 45° Brick House portrays Indian contemporary 

aesthetics, beautifully.
 
A careful study of the client’s lifestyle allows to design the spaces that fit their habits 
and needs. The client for this house lead a simple and religious lifestyle. The client 
briefed the requirement as a peaceful oasis where they could breathe from the stresses 
of life. They wanted the use of exposed bricks, spacious interiors and no excess 
beautification, where all public spaces connected without any physical partitions.
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Based on the brief, it was ideated to change the typical brick cladding technique 
and a unique experimentation of brick cladding arranged in a geometric pattern 
was executed. The bricks have been cladded at a 45° angle with change in all 
directions. 

The architecture of the house is inspired by a simple cubic form with no cantilevered 
structure in front. Being a north facing house, maximum closed and solid surfaces 
have been created on west to avoid the heat and maximum openings and garden are 
kept on east side to enjoy morning light.
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Above: Garden area with Gazebo 

 

Left: Entrance 

The garden designed with a gazebo to relish the nature, has two accesses: one 
from parking and other from dining space. An abstract self-art form introduces 
itself to separate the two expose blocks. There is a play of hide and seek at the 
entrance as the artistic main door merges itself with the creative façade. An off 
centered custom made metal art has been designed to hide the windows from 
living and bedroom above.
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The organization of the various functions of the home takes into account a 
deliberate segregation of public and private space. Ground floor includes formal 
living, kitchen, dining area, puja room, parent’s bedroom, common bathroom and 
staircase area. First floor includes master bedroom and kid’s room with attached 
dressing and bath space, guest bedroom with office space, home theatre room, 
etc. The second floor has an activity area with a terrace garden.

The look of the overall house needed to be upbeat and timeless, yet refreshingly 
modernistic. Considering minimalism as the design philosophy, the design 
approach was to play with the emptiness. A strong thematic continuity 
underlies its expressions along with the variations in each space that brings 
about enriched diversity in experiential qualities.
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Above: Entrance Foyer 

 

A brass and wood door handle installed at the main entrance door is designed in 
the shape of a standing man with help of local artist. A low height cement sheet 
partition with a circular artwork inscribed with a religious representation, marks 
an indirect entry. This screen plays dual roles: a partition and a backdrop to the 
T.V. unit. 

The living area is simple and elementarily detailed with mustard colored 
upholstered sofa and brightly colored cushions, accentuating the space. 
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Above and Left: Living Room 
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Above and Left: Views of the Dining room and Kitchen 

 

The kitchen has quartz marble clad walls along with platform and the 
amalgamation of form and function can also be seen in the custom designed 
cabinetry on the perimeter. The MS fabricated cantilevered staircase resting on 
one off centered MS box section becomes a sculptural element in the space and 
is further detailed with kota stone tread.
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Above: Bedroom on Ground Floor Above: Powder Room on Ground Floor 
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Above: Staircase from the Foyer 
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Above Left and Right: Bedrooms on First Floor 

All the furniture has been custom designed in natural solid wood. The warmth 
and richness of materials stops the overall look and feel from slipping into an 
impersonal coldness. The polished kota stone laid out across the house ensures 
seamless continuity. The use of natural teak wood lends the spaces an elegant look 
that emphasizes visual connections and a wealth of understated functionality. A 
small room is created between dining and foyer for puja and it has a backdrop of 
hand painted Kalpavriksha tree by a local artist.
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Above: Home Theatre on First Floor 

The master bedroom is designed to complement the exterior look of the house as 
it is situated in the front box shell. The bedroom is interestingly contrasted by the 
cement plastered wall with groove patterns and clean designed teak wood furniture 
The bath space is designed with Italian stone cladding, wooden ceiling and furniture 
along with metal framed mirrors and hangings. The parents’ bedroom feel is totally 
different from master bedroom. The interiors have a unified, minimal material palette 
in neutral tones. The low height bed back have an interesting brass art inlayed at the 
corner. Madhubani paintings along with the seating arrangement are giving depth 
to bedroom.  The kid’s room belongs to a 5 year old son. The room’s environment is 
been kept very cozy with the use of deep blue color and shades of grey and brown. 
At the bed back there are five photo frames. Each of the frame is indicating his age 
growth and fun moments of his very own small life journey. 
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Above: Guest Bedroom on First Floor 
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Above Left and Right: Attached Bathroom on First Floor 
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Above: Terrace on First Floor 
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Above: Lounge area on Second Floor 

 

Left: Powder Room on Second Floor 
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PRODUCT & MATERIAL APPLICATIONS

Cladding: Exposed Brick from The Brick 

Store

Windows: Wooden finish

Tiles: Makrana White Marble, Kota Stone 

Lighting: LED Lum from Light Box Inc 

Colour: Asian Paints 

Sanitaryware: Roca from Bath Adorn 

Bath Fittings: Delta from Bath Adorn

Furniture: Kuka from Be Komfort & Custom 

Made 

Furnishing: D’Décor from Aavaran 

Wallpaper: From Veer Interiors 

Hardware: Kich

Kitchen Sink: Nirali

Ply & Veneer: Swastik from Swastik Ply & 

Veneer

Laminates: Levin

Stone & Marble: Makrana white Marble, Kota 

Stone from Stonex 

Mosaic: Hand Made from The Ceramic 

Shoppe 

Air Conditioning: Mitsubishi 

Home Automation: Control 4 from DTI 

Automation

Marble: Indian White Marble from Rajasthan

Metal Art Work: Custom Made by The Art 

room

KEY CONTRIBUTORS

Structural Design: Ashok Shah Associates 

Civil: Nitin Patel 

Façade: The Brick Store

Landscape: A+T Associates

Plumbing: Jagdish Nai

Gazebo: Luna Woods

HVAC: Mitsubishi
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